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We have been on contact with our International Conference delegates from Taiwan since the end of the conference. 
Both have prepared videos about their IAWP international conference experience which were posted to the website. 

Julie Balster, DC Chapter President, and Jason Huang, Taiwan delegate, met for lunch. Below is Julie’s report on that 
meeting:  

“DCIAWP will plan to invite IAWP foreign embassy attachés to an event it is cosponsoring featuring a speaker on 
diversity here at USDOL in September.  The speaker will be Laura Liswood, a locally based, internationally known 
expert on diversity and inclusion.  Her bio is posted on-line at: http://www.lauraliswood.com/about.html.  Ms. Liswood 
offers a two-hour session that combines a presentation with interactive discussion based on her book, The Loudest 
Duck: Moving Beyond Diversity While Embracing Differences to Achieve Success at Work.  Julie will work with the 
national IAWP office to identify any attachés who are currently members.  

Jason and Julie will check calendars in January to schedule a meeting room at USDOL to host a panel discussion on 
labor issues.  A draft letter will be prepared inviting selected embassy attachés to attend and/or present an overview 
of their country’s issues/strategies.  The ILAB office will be contacted as part of the planning. 

Other social connections can be made with various Embassies and IAWP should explore outreach to a local labor 
and employment group that meets regularly. Jason, could you provide the name of the group again?” 

Our goal, develop guidelines for the relationship between foundation board, international development activities and 
the association by 6/30/17, has been delayed until the Foundation has developed its policies and procedures as the 
two must mesh. I am hopeful that we will take the Foundation Policies and Procedures Manual up soon. I have been 
assigned to that committee so I can mesh the two as we work and expedite the development of the ID guidelines. 

I will continue working with International Delegates to encourage ongoing participation from their respective countries 
(See above.) I asked Julie and Jason for an update for this report but received no response. 


